
My 15 Minutes For Parents

Bonus workbook



My 15 Minutes for Parents

Making life easier ... 

We’ve put together a series of 
optional exercises as a bonus to the 
My 15 Minutes for Parents 
program. These may assist you to 
achieve greater clarity about 
priorities and the management of 
time and energy in your life.  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Welcome ... 
Sit back, relax and enjoy some much-needed ‘me time’...

We’ve included some simple exercises designed specifically for frazzled 
people seeking a lifeline.

The exercises will help you expose the choices that exist in your life 
right now - even if you currently feel trapped or stuck. The exercises 
will assist you to:

• design the ideal way for you to live your life 

• find clarity on what is holding your back from achieving this 

• create an exciting new path forward 

The emphasis is not on how to ‘fit more in’ or even to balance what you 
do now (although, if you follow through these exercises, you will defi-
nitely create more time). Instead, it will illuminate the ‘big picture’ that 
you’re aiming for, the obstacles you put in your path and how to remove 
these to reach your goals. Most people find that to achieve a more ‘bal-
anced’ life, they don’t have to radically alter much at all. All that’s 
needed is a gentle shift in their mental approach and the choices they 
make in the future. 



You might think of it as ‘life balance’ (‘balance’ is not a term 
we’re fond of, as it implies an ‘evenness’ that is rarely achievable).  
Being ‘in the zone’ or ‘balanced’ or in the ‘sweet spot’ means 
something different to everyone, and there is no one-size-fits-all 
model.

Some people seek to work less and spend more time with family. 
Others want to focus more on developing their careers. Some 
seek time for personal interests or exercise. Others wish to learn 
how to ‘switch off ’ mentally and be 100% ‘present’, at work and 
in their personal lives. Some people have a lot on their plates, 
and love it. Others feel almost overwhelmed by activity.

Whatever the concept of being ‘in the zone’ means to each of us, 
most people report that they feel ‘in balance’ when they experi-
ence the mental state depicted in the diagram to the right.

Have a think about this ideal. Is this how you would like to feel 
about your life? Is there anything you would change, add or erase 
from this image that would make the picture match your ideal 
state of being even more closely? 

Ask yourself, on a scale of 1 (uncommitted) to 10 (extremely com-
mitted) how committed are you right now to striving for a more 
‘balanced’ life, if you knew it was not only possible but easily 
achievable?
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What does being ‘in the zone’ look like?



Many of the people we meet as clients are in a state that can best 
be described as ‘frazzled’. They’ll often report that their lives feel 
challenged in the areas highlighted in the diagram below.

To a certain degree, most of us will experience these feelings 
from time to time. It becomes a problem, though, when feel like 
this often – especially if it becomes the ‘status quo’.

Feeling frazzled, tired, stressed or disorganised can lead to all 
kinds of unwanted states, including poor health, poor work per-
formance and troubled relationships.Whether you rate yourself 
at one end of the spectrum, at the other end, or somewhere in 
between, it’s important to gain a clear idea of how you feel about 
your life currently. This will give you a starting point to work 
from.

                      

Take a few minutes to create your own picture, below, of how 
you have felt most of the time over the last few months. Select 
for the centre circle a word that sums up how you feel about 
things overall, and choose several other words that capture your 
thoughts, outlook, emotions, health and wellbeing.
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We often feel as though our lives are under pressure because of 
‘external’ factors. Our workplace demands too much from us, the 
school needs parent helpers, the soccer club won’t function if 
someone doesn’t volunteer, the house is a mess and we have visi-
tors coming who expect to be fed.

In reality, while some things are outside of our control, we’re per-
sonally responsible for much of the pressure we’re under.

Until we pinpoint exactly how we are being our own worst ene-
mies, we won’t change anything. We’ll continue to feel more pres-
sured, stressed, exhausted and burnt out. Often, it’s not until we 
get sick, or a relationship breaks down, or we start making mis-
takes at work that we get the ‘wake-up call’ that we need to make 
some changes – and this is far from ideal. It’s also easily avoid-
able, once you know the behaviours and habits to look for.

Sometimes, when people are first exposed to the ideas on the fol-
lowing pages, they feel a little uncomfortable.

While they might talk a lot about wishing their lives were sim-
pler, they are quite convinced that the situation is hopeless. Lit-
tle can be done to change things, they assume, because the fact 
is, ‘life is crazy’. Thinking this way supposes that the causes of im-
balance are mainly external, and that there is not a lot we can do 
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The beliefs that hold us back



towards a less frenetic lifestyle except wait for the children to grow up, or for the mortgage to be paid off, or to win the lottery (a dream 
many of us cling to, even when we don’t enter it!)

Many believe that other people’s lives are just as complicated and as difficult to manage as their own, ‘because that’s just how modern life 
is’.

There’s a certain comfort in thinking this way – taking the view that a stressful lifestyle is ‘normal’ – because it implies that it’s not our 
fault. If we get sick from over-work, we blame the workplace. If our relationship suffers, it was because of ‘the situation we were in’. If we 
collapse from too much participation in committees and activities outside work and family, we claim that we ‘had to – who else would do 
it?’

Typically, as people begin to delve deeper into these concepts, they will tend to feel both thoughtful (about the extent to which they 
have ‘made their own bed’ and are now lying in it) and hopeful (that, as the maker of the bed, they can probably fix this quite easily and 
make things much more comfortable).

If you do find yourself feeling a little uneasy when you read through and reflect on this, embrace these feelings. You’ve most likely hit a 
nail on the head by uncovering an aspect of your approach that can easily be modified to help you let go of stress and ‘over-functioning’, 
while you find more time in your life for the things you enjoy.

Let’s look at some of the limiting beliefs that hold us back ... 
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One of our core needs as humans is to feel significant. We also 
like to feel ‘in control’.

Thinking like this places us in danger of taking on too much, 
spending too much time on too many things, not accepting help 
from others and not letting go - even when this goes against our 
best interests. Listen out for these kinds of statements from your-
self or from others:

( ( ‘I’m doing the work of two people!’ 

( ( ‘Here – let me do it!’ 

( ( ‘Leave it with me’ 

( ( ‘It’s just easier if I do it myself ’ 

This sense of having to handle everything single-handedly crops 
up at work (when people fail to delegate) and on the home front, 
where people continue to do the lion’s share because nobody else 
will do it ‘properly’. 

This inability to let go and allow others to share the load is often 
accompanied by a sense of ‘woe is me – I’m doing it all myself ’, 
which feeds the need for significance, provides a ‘martyrdom’ 
complex and causes stress, exhaustion and burnout. 
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I have to handle everything myself



These are very common fears, which people rarely talk about. In 
response, we tend to over-compensate by doing more than is ex-
pected, required or desired (‘over-functioning’). In order to en-
sure that we make it ‘over the line’, we put in a super-human ef-
fort – way more than is needed. 

This is often accompanied by perfectionism, long working hours, 
obsession with housework, comparing yourself to others, worry 
and anxiety. 

The end result is work-life stress. 
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I’m not good enough. What if I’m found out?



A common psychological obstacle to balance is getting hooked 
on the belief that we are so important that the whole place will 
fall apart if we spend less time at work.

While there are times when long hours are a part of the job that 
you have chosen (and that you are free to leave if the situation is 
really untenable), people can fall into a pattern of long working 
hours for many reasons, including:

• a job-specific cultural expectation which they often apply 
whether the workload demands it or not (so, even when the 
workload eases off, they stay in the office) 

• competitiveness with or distrust of co-workers 

• inefficiency/wasting time/procrastination/lack of delegation/
poor management of  
interruptions 

• unwillingness to say ‘no’ 

• avoiding something outside work 

We’ve heard the line, ‘long hours are a part of the job’ from doc-
tors, public servants, engineers, salespeople, nurses, a romance 
novelist, a musician, small business owners, the teenager serving 
on the checkout at the local supermarket and historians. 
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The fact is, long hours are part of my job



When you hear this line over and over again, no matter what line of work people are in, you start to wonder what is out really of control 
here. Is it really the workload – across all of these varying careers? It is cumbersome processes? Are people just inefficient? 

Or is there something else behind this thinking? 
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Very few causes of life imbalance lie completely beyond our control, and many solutions for better life balance are easily within our 
grasp. More often than not, when we really analyse our lives, we find that we have been the chief architect of our over- complicated, 
over-functioning lifestyles.
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How are you holding yourself back ... 



Think of three decisions that you have made in the past that have resulted (directly or indirectly) in an increase of pressure in your life. 
From the list above, or using other reasons of your own, what do you think may have driven your thinking for this particular choice?

Thinking of the list above, if you had to select three ‘signature’ behaviours, habits or actions that may be contributing to the imbalance 
in your life, what would they be?
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The key to balance is ridiculously simple. We know what’s important to us, but we tend to only get around to it after we’ve done ‘every-
thing else’ (if at all).

One of the reasons for this is that we schedule ‘everything else’ in our diaries – and ignore the things that matter most to us.

We place higher value on other things – often the things we feel ‘obligated’ to do – and leave ourselves at the bottom of the priority list. 
When this continues long-term, it’s no wonder we start to feel unfulfilled and wonder if there should be ‘more to life’.

Picture how differently your life might unfold if you chose to put your own needs first, not only in theory, but in your diary.

Paul Wilson, author of ‘Perfect Balance: Create Time and Space for all parts of your life’ calls this ‘ranking’. It’s about scheduling time for 
everything that you want to achieve – not just work and other key appointments.

We like to think of it as ‘paying yourself first’. Take a look at the diagram on the following page, and compare this to the way you cur-
rently prioritise your diary ... 
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Pay yourself first



Challenge!

Buy a blank diary and use the ‘pay yourself first’ model to block out chunks of time. Check your diary before you accept anything new.

Practise saying ‘no’ to anything that conflicts with the choices you have made. Be clear in your mind about why you are doing this. Many 
people notice that they become much more efficient with their time at work and don’t allow it to stretch out longer than it needs to, be-
cause they have something enjoyable that they are committed to getting to after work. They’re happy, their boss is happy, their family is 
happy. Bliss!
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Steven Covey’s popular Rocks, Pebbles and Sand analogy, is a great way to think about 
priorities:

A philosophy professor stood before his class and had some items in front of him. 
When class began, wordlessly he picked up a large empty mayonnaise jar and pro-
ceeded to fill it with rocks, rocks about two inches in diameter.

He then asked the students if the jar was full? They agreed that it was. So the professor 
then picked up a box of pebbles and poured them into the jar. He shook the jar lightly. 
The pebbles, of course, rolled into the open areas between the rocks. The students 
laughed.

The professor picked up a box of sand and poured it into the jar. Of course, the sand 
filled everything else. "Now," said the professor, "I want you to recognize that this is 
your life. The rocks are the important things - your family, your partner, your health - 
anything that is so important to you that if were lost, you would be nearly destroyed. 
The pebbles are the other things that matter like your job, your house, and your car. 
The sand is everything else. The small stuff."

"If you put the sand into the jar first, there is no room for the pebbles, and the rocks. 
The same goes for your life. If you spend all your energy and time on the small stuff, 
you will never have room for the things that are important to you.

"Take care of the rocks first - the things that really matter. Set your priorities. The rest 
is just sand."
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Work out what matters



First, list all the ‘pizza toppings’ that you currently cram onto 
your pizza. Include every ‘hat’ that you wear, every role and re-
sponsibility – whether you enjoy these tasks or not. The idea is 
to create a ‘menu’ of options for your ‘ideal pizza’.

Second, list pizza toppings that you don’t currently have time for, 
but wish you did. Have you always wanted to take salsa dancing 
lessons, or do a particular course? Write that down. Do you wish 
you had time for exercise? Write it down.

You’ll probably find that there are many more toppings on your 
list than you could possibly fit on one pizza – without turning it 
into something inedible. Spend some time thinking, ‘if I really 
had to choose the top five priorities to focus on for the next 
twelve months, what would I select?’ (Note, this is not what 
‘SHOULD’ I select, to please other people, but what really mat-
ters to me – what do I want’.)
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Work is a slice of life. It’s not the whole pizza.



Once you are clear on what your top priorities are, you can enrich your life by discarding anything that prevents you from deeply enjoy-
ing the things that matter to you most. This may seem ‘radical’ at first, but it very soon becomes an effortless habit.

Make a ‘Do Not Do’ list of the roles, responsibilities, habits, thoughts and behaviours that do not serve, support and sustain you. Be ruth-
less! List anything that:

• Feels like an unnecessary complication in your life 

• Feels like the ‘straw that breaks the camel’s back’ 

• Fills you with dislike, dread, resent or apathy 

• Keeps you awake at night 

• Wears you out physically and/or emotionally 
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De-clutter your life



If I gave this up, what is the worst what could happen ...

What is this costing me and my family ...

If I was to let go of only one thing, and I had to choose the one 
that would make the biggest difference to the way I life my life, 
what would it be?

If I do give this up, what will I be liberated to do with the time 
and energy I will open up?
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Power questions



Place yourself at a time in the future, when you have achieved 
the pace and style of life that you desire. Everything has fallen 
into place:

How do you look that is different?

How do you sound that is different?

How do you feel that is different?

What will be the positive impacts on your career?

What rewards will it give you family?

What top three personal rewards will you experience?
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What will it mean to you ...  



If you don’t make these changes to your lifestyle: 

What will this cost you?

What will it cost your family?

What will it cost your career?
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Let’s flip this around ... 



What is one action that you can take RIGHT NOW to simplify 
an aspect of your life immediately?

What is one action that you can take in the next 24 hours?

What is one action that you can take in the next week?

What is one action that you can take in the next month?
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Your way forward ... 



Any time that you feel ‘stuck’, try something new to take the pressure off. Have a look through this ‘master list’ of balance techniques. 
Any one of these ideas will make a noticeable difference to your lifestyle.
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We hope this has been thought-provoking... 

We’re greatly looking forward to sharing the My 15 Minutes for Parents program with you. 

Emma & Audrey

support@my15minutes.com.au

www.my15minutes.com.au
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